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terminals such as smart phones or tablet terminals has been remarkable. In these portable terminals, if network connection is not

carried out, various kinds of information are displayed in a screen of the portable terminal without communication for convenience. In
connection with this, there has been proposed a display method in which when a network is connected, a network type is displayed in a
screen without communications (for example, see patent document 1). However, a user sometimes undesirably wants a predetermined
information not displayed in a screen even in a state where communication is not carried out, but a display method for displaying the
information as desired has not been established yet. Further, when the display method as described above is adopted for a portable

terminal, a problem of a screen being cluttered with information or the like may occur. It is desired to provide a function of easily
performing a desired display method. [Patent Document 1] Japanese Laid-Open Patent Publication No. 2013-121530 The present

invention has been made in view of the above problems, and provides a display method and a display device in which it is possible to
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